PARTNERSHIP MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
As a nonprofit hospital and research center, Cincinnati Children’s relies on friends like you to provide hope and healing to the children and families entrusted to our care.

Your partnership provides seed money to develop new programs and services. Your support improves the quality, safety and reliability of pediatric healthcare. Your investment provides funding for innovative research to prevent disease, advance treatments and change the outcome for children in Cincinnati, across the nation and around the world.

We are profoundly grateful to those who have chosen to partner with Cincinnati Children’s to advance discovery and help bridge what happens in our research labs into improved treatments and care. Together, we are improving child health.

---

**Gifts to Cincinnati Children’s**

**Fiscal Year 2012: July 1, 2011–June 30, 2012**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>Supports the most pressing needs of the medical center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Care</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>Provides expert family-centered care to all children entrusted to our care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>Advances groundbreaking discoveries that will improve care for kids in our community and around the world.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Donations**

- **Unrestricted**: $6,376,775
- **Research**: $11,805,512
- **Patient Care**: $12,730,129

**Total**: $30,912,416

---

As a nonprofit hospital and research center, we are grateful for all gifts made to Cincinnati Children’s. Unless otherwise noted, this report lists all donors who gave $500 or more in fiscal year 2012 (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012). We have made every effort to be accurate and complete with this listing. Should you find an error or omission, please call the Department of Development at 513-636-6347.
Cornerstone Contributors

These generous supporters have made gifts to Cincinnati Children’s totaling $1 million or more. Because of their partnership, Cincinnati Children’s continues to be a leader among pediatric hospitals. Our research pioneers are changing the way doctors all over the world care for children. Our clinicians are able to provide state-of-the-art, family-centered care, and countless lives have been saved.
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DENNIS AND ANN FLAHERTY

Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH)—two words that changed Dennis and Ann Flaherty’s life forever. Their son William was diagnosed with this life-threatening immunodeficiency disorder when he was only 3 years old. After a long battle that included a bone marrow transplant, William is now a happy and healthy 8-year-old, but Dennis and Ann haven't forgotten how daunting the journey to the cure can be.

Determined to find a way to bring more awareness about the newly recognized disorder to the medical community, to improve care for those diagnosed and to help families facing HLH, the Flahertys have provided seed funding for the HLH Center of Excellence at Cincinnati Children’s. The center is focused on four pillars—research, education, clinical care and family support. “This center will significantly change the outcome for families facing this disease through earlier detection, treatments and family-focused support,” Dennis says. “This journey can be extremely dark at times, and the HLH Center of Excellence at Cincinnati Children’s will be a beacon of hope.”
### Individuals and Family Foundations

Cincinnati Children’s is able to change the outcome for families because of our long-standing partnership with donors. We thank the many patients, families, staff and friends who have made charitable gifts to support our work. Each and every donor makes a difference in the lives of the families we serve.
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**CHILDREN’S CIRCLE OF CARE**

Individuals, couples and family foundations that gave $10,000 or more during calendar year 2011, or whose cumulative gifts have exceeded $1 million, are recognized as members of Children’s Circle of Care. Founded in 1995 by North America’s most prestigious children’s hospitals, Children’s Circle of Care honors the major benefactors of the 25 leading pediatric hospitals.
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SCHUBERT SOCIETY

Employees of Cincinnati Children’s who give $1,000 or more in a fiscal year are recognized as members of the William K. Schubert, MD, Society. Named for the beloved and greatly missed pediatrician and dedicated leader of the medical center, this society honors those who follow Dr. Schubert’s example of generous philanthropic support.
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Joe and Susan Pichler have known many families whose children have received exceptional care at Cincinnati Children’s, often for conditions that require sophisticated analysis and treatment. These experiences led them to talk with Arnold Strauss, MD, chair of the Department of Pediatrics, who told them of the critical need to expand treatment programs for children and teens suffering from mental illness, an area of medicine that is often underserved and underfunded. The Pichlers responded with a significant gift in support of the Partial Hospitalization Program, which provides inpatient therapeutic care for children and adolescents in a daily, nine-hour program that allows them to go home to their families each night.
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. English
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Dr. Kelly T. Eppllen and
Mr. Michael F. Eppllen
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The Farmer Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory M. Feary
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Dr. and Mrs. Todd A. Maugans
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Maxwell
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David and Nancy Wolf have a theory about the secret of our success, and they want to share that with children around the globe. “A special passion exists at Cincinnati Children’s,” David says. “Nancy and I have seen it in every doctor, nurse and staff member. We want doctors and researchers from across the world to experience that passion and carry it on to their patients.” Through a generous gift, the Wolfs have funded an opportunity for doctors from Israel to do just that. The David and Nancy Wolf Israel Exchange Training Program provides top medical students from Israel with the opportunity to spend time at Cincinnati Children’s learning from our world-class physicians and researchers, impacting an exponential number of doctors and patients from across the world.
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Dr. Mary W. Schley
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Mr. Robert C. Kanter and
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Schmidt
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

“Our family chose to help Cincinnati Children’s because it was a smart investment. They had the infrastructure in place needed to make a meaningful impact on the disease. We knew our investment would yield results.”  KAREN PHILIP, THE BUCKEYE FOUNDATION
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The William Cooper Procter Society recognizes and honors friends of Cincinnati Children's who inform us that they have included the medical center in their will, estate plan or other deferred gift arrangement. Named in memory of Colonel Procter, whose visionary gift established our research endowment, this society acknowledges these generous individuals who have chosen to leave a legacy to improve children’s lives for generations to come.
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“Anything you can do to get involved with Cincinnati Children’s is a privilege,” says Tom Cody, chairman of the Cincinnati Children’s Board of Trustees. In addition to his institutional leadership, Tom and his wife Mary Ellen are passionate philanthropists who are leading by example through their generous support of the Heart Institute. The institutes at Cincinnati Children’s are grounded on three mainstays—clinical care, research and education. The Codys’ gift will impact all three. In addition to supporting continuing education for the institute’s pediatric cardiac specialists, it will also expand the Ventricular Assist Device (VAD) Program. VADs are mechanical pumps used to keep patients alive while they wait for heart transplants, and they are also being studied as a treatment to repair cardiac muscle damage, reducing the number of patients needing heart transplants.
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Estates and Trusts

Throughout our history, Cincinnati Children’s has benefited from thoughtful friends who have provided for the future needs of the medical center. With grateful appreciation, we honor the memory of these donors who provided a gift during the past year through their estate plan.

Rose M. Albrecht Trust  
Doris M. Akeson  
William Belmont Backs and Louise Nuxoll-Backs Trust  
Mary S. Belville Trust  
Katherine E. Cooke Trust  
The Edward and Edna Frances T. Everlien Charitable Trust  
Estate of Joseph W. Heideman, Jr.  
Juliet C. Muller Helmsworth Trust  
Estate of Richard L. Hunt  
Estate of Jackie Kasten  
Ida C. Kayser Trust  
Dorothy M. M. Kersten Trust  
Estate of Richard C. and Jean Kinstler  
Otto Luedeking Trust  
Estate of Donald J. Moeggenberg  
Marion H. Morrison Trust  
Dorothy T. Mueller Trust  
Mandyam Dhati Narayan Trust  
Betty H. Palmer Charitable Lead Trust  
Estate of Marie A. Reichel  
Carolyn Rueppel  
Estate of Lucile H. Ryan  
Estate of Leroy E. Schilling  
Charles W. Scott Trust  
Michael M. Shoemaker Trust  
J. Frederick and Helen B. Vogel Trust  
Estate of Mildred J. Walters  
Louise A. Williams Trust  
Bernal R. Woodward Trust
Corporations, Foundations and Other Nonprofits

Businesses, foundations and nonprofit organizations—both large and small—partner with Cincinnati Children's in our important work. Their generous support of our mission plays a vital role in advancing care for patients and families, while strengthening and enriching our community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000+</td>
<td>The Convalescent Hospital for Children, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (National Headquarters), Division of Emergency Medicine, Cincinnati Children's, Fondation Leducq, March of Dimes Foundation, The Perinatal Institute, Toyota Motor North America Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000 – $999,999</td>
<td>American Heart Association Inc., The Sontag Foundation, St. Baldrick's Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250,000 – $499,999</td>
<td>Autism Speaks, Burroughs Wellcome Fund, CancerFree KIDS Pediatric Cancer Research, Crohn's &amp; Colitis Foundation of America, Orthopaedic Research &amp; Education Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$50,000 – $99,999
American Lung Association (Headquarters)
Anonymous
Aplastic Anemia & MDS International Foundation
The Childhood Brain Tumor Foundation
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Therapeutics Inc.
Charles H. Dater Foundation
Fifth Third Asset Management Inc.
The Hartmann-Ryan Team at Cassidy Turley
Insuring The Children International OCD Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Markey Cancer Foundation
Max’s Blue Butterfly
National Tuberous Sclerosis Association
Ohio Cancer Research Associates
The PNC Foundation
Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists Foundation
Tourette Syndrome Association
UCB Inc.
Victory Wholesale

$25,000 – $49,999
American College of Rheumatology Research & Education Auction to Benefit Project SEARCH
Bear Necessities Pediatric Cancer Foundation
Children’s Cancer Research Fund
Cincinnati Bell Technology Solutions
Dikla Insurance Company Ltd.
Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc.
Fort Washington Investment Advisors Inc.
GBBN Architects
General Electric Evendale Employees’ Community Service Fund
General Electric Foundation Matching Gifts
HORAN
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Johnson Investment Counsel Inc.

**When corporations and communities come together, miracles can happen.** Cincinnati-area Walmart and Sam’s Club customers and employees rallied during the Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals’ Miracle Balloon Campaign benefiting Cincinnati Children’s. This year’s campaign was one of the most successful ever, more than doubling last year’s contribution.

“The children treated at Cincinnati Children’s hold a special place in the hearts of the Walmart and Sam’s Club family,” says regional manager David Gose. “Our customers and associates are parents, aunts and uncles, brothers and sisters and of course, grandparents. When we see children who need medical care, we want to make a difference. The Miracle Balloon Campaign provided an opportunity for our customers and associates to give whatever they could afford to children who need the level of care that Cincinnati Children’s provides, and they gave without hesitation.”
Macy’s Inc.
Medtronic Foundation
Messer Construction Company
Muscular Dystrophy Association Inc.
The PNC Financial Services Group
The Nelson Stark Company
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
THP Limited Inc.
Thrasher Research Fund
Western & Southern Financial Group Masters

$10,000 – $24,999
American Academy of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Endowment Foundation
American Financial Group Inc.
American Society for Surgery of the Hand
Anonymous
Carpet Cushions & Supplies Inc.
Cincinnati Bell Inc.
Cincinnati Music and Wellness Coalition
CinRon Marketing Group LLC
Cisco Systems Inc.
Citizens United for Research in Epilepsy
Costco Wholesale-Springdale
Dairy Queen Corporation
Dental Care Foundation, Cincinnati Children’s Endocrine Fellows Foundation
Epic Systems Corporation
Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation for Cancer Research
GE Aviation
The Gerber Foundation
The Gorilla Glue Company
Healthnetwork Foundation
Huron Consulting Group Inc.
Interim HealthCare of Cincinnati Inc.
International House of Pancakes
The Frank J. Kloenne and Jacqueline D. Kloenne Foundation
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
National Hemophilia Foundation
Al. Neyer Inc.
NISH National Office Operating Account
Ohio Casualty Foundation
Ohio Credit Union League
Omnicare Inc.
The Peck Hannaford & Briggs Co.
Plastic Surgery Foundation
RCF Group
Tackling TS Charity

TriVersity Construction
Truist
Turner Construction Company
Wound Healing Society Foundation

$5,000 – $9,999
AFLAC
AHRA Education Foundation
The Archiable Electric Company
Bahl & Gaynor Investment Counsel Inc.
Butler County Medical Center LLC
The Cambridge Charitable Foundation
Chase Bank
Children’s Tumor Foundation
Circle K Midwest
Clover Hill Farm Inc.
The Columbus Foundation
Corporex Companies Inc.
Cotswold Foundation
CSL Behring LLC
Deloitte
DiaPharma Group Inc.
Duke Energy Foundation
dunnhumbyUSA
Foxx Construction LLC
Frost Brown Todd LLC
Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories Inc.
Give with Liberty Matching Gifts Program
GKN Aerospace Cincinnati
Great Clips Inc.
The Highfield Foundation
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
Katz, Teller, Brant & Hild
Kicks for Kids
Lundbeck Inc.
M&T Investment Group
Marriott Foundation For People With Disabilities
Marriott International
Joanna McAfee Childhood Cancer Foundation
Miles That Matter Foundation
Olivia J. Murray Foundation
MV Commercial Construction LLC
Nativity The Pop Opera
PEDCO E & A Services Inc.
Pension Corporation of America
PNC Bank
Pomeroy
RE/MAX Regional Services-Alpharetta, GA
Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing
Society for Pediatric Dermatology
Sodexo
Strauss & Troy
Thompson Hine LLP
Time Warner Cable
The Union Central Life Insurance Company
United Way of Greater Cincinnati
Valvoline Instant Oil Change
WLWT
Wright Brothers Inc.

$2,500 – $4,999
3D Exhibits
Ace Hardware Foundation
American College of Radiology
Avaya Inc.
Baker Concrete Construction
Bank of America
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Bayer Becker / Terracon
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Brenco Inc.
Building Blocks Foundation
Clever Crazes for Kids
CBCE
cHe Manufacturing Inc.
Chico’s FAS Inc.
Cintas Corporation
CO-OP Financial Services
CTS Telecommunications
Curtis Inc.
DeBra-Kuempel

Dell Inc.
Delta Community Credit Union
EMC Corporation
Five Guys Burger and Fries
General Electric United Way Campaign
Genzyme Corporation
GR/AD Architects
Graydon Head & Ritchey LLP
The Health Foundation of Greater Cincinnati
Hispanics Avanzando Hispanics
Human Genetic Therapies Inc.
Huntington Bank
J. II Fire Systems Inc.
Kenneth Wong Corporation
KeyBank
KLH Engineers Inc.
Kolar Design
Lone Star Steakhouse & Saloon
Lone Star Steakhouse-Middletown
Loth, Inc./IWS
The Lubrizol Foundation
Luckenbach Lines Inc.
Macy’s Foundation
Meijer
Netscout
Novartis International AG
OMNOVA Solutions Foundation
ORACLE
Palo Alto Networks Inc.
The Procter & Gamble Company
Shareholder Services
Ransohoff Inc.
Ruttle Design Group Inc.
SGC Foundation
Smile Train
The Success Group LTD.
United Group Services Inc.
Maxwell C. Weaver Foundation
The Wilbert Foundation
Zanett Commercial Solutions Inc.
Zeus Sports Inc.

$1,000 – $2,499

The 100 Times Foundation Corporation
W. Ron Adams P.S.C.
Akers Packaging Services Inc.
American Lung Association of the Midland States
American Scaffolding Inc.
Arthritis Foundation
BHDP Architecture
Bowling Green Pediatric Dental Group
BP Fabric of America Fund
Brooks Brothers Group Inc.
Bruegger’s Enterprises Inc.
Buffalo Wild Wings
Butler Technology and Career Development School
Cafco
Anthony D. Castelli, Attorney at Law
Department of Accounting, Cincinnati Children’s
Department of Home Care Pharmacy, Cincinnati Children’s
Division of Infectious Diseases, Cincinnati Children’s
Champion Window Mfg. & Supply
Cincinnati Wholesale Ice Cream Inc.
Cochlear Americas
Controlled Credit Corp.
CREW Greater Cincinnati
Custom Glass & Glazing Inc.
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Pharmacy LLC
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP
Economy Linen & Towel Service
Every Child Succeeds
Findlow Filtration Inc.
Fink Foundation
FirstGroup America
Gas America Charitable Foundation
The Patrick and Amanda Gavin Charitable Foundation
The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Green Crest Golf Course
H & R Block Financial Advisors Inc.
Carol and Ralph V. Haile Jr., U.S. Bank Foundation
Han’s White Tiger Tae Kwon Do
Harmony Staffing Services LLC
Healthcare Regional Marketing
Hub Pen Company Inc.
Human Arc Corporation
IBM Employee Services Center
Jack Dym Investment LTD.
Johnstone Supply/Controls Center Inc.
Just Give
Kao Brands Company
Keating, Muething & Klekamp PLL
Kessler Foundation
Key Foundation Matching Gifts
Kroger Company
LPK
Martin & West PLLC
McCarthy Strategic Solutions
Med Assets
Med-El Corporation
Merrill Lynch Matching Gift Program
Mid-American Junior Golf Tour
Middletown Community Foundation
Mike-Sells Potato Chips
New York Life Insurance Co-Cincinnati
Neyer Properties Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Nutricia North America
Océ North America, Inc. Matching Gifts Program
Office Depot Regional Office
Ohio Legislative Black Caucus Foundation
Ohio Physical Therapy Association
Omega Processing Solutions LLC
On Line Design Inc.
Oticon Inc.
Phonak Corporation
Pitcher, Enders & Drohan CPA's Inc.
Planes Moving & Storage Inc.
Pratt Corrugated Holdings Inc.
Prestige Technical Services Inc.
Pride Technologies
Progressive Podiatry LLC
Radisson Hotel Cincinnati Riverfront
Remke bigg's
August A. Rendigs, Jr. Foundation
Rite Aid Corporation
Sinai Hospital
Scripps Financial Service Center
See Kids Dream
Semler Industries Inc.
Sharefax Credit Union Inc.
Sheldon-Reder
Suburban Real Estate Corporation
Superior Honda
Teri Studios
TGW International Inc.
Thunder11
Total Quality Logistics
Traction LLC
Traincroft Inc.
US Bank
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
Ashley Ward Inc.
Widmer's Cleaners

$500 – $999
AAkron Rule Corp.
Advanced Bionics
Advanced Health Media LLC
Alternative Design
American Cold Storage Systems Inc.
American Cornhole LLC
Anonymous (2)
Aptalis Pharma US Inc.
Arts Rental Equipment Inc.
Baule USA LLC
Baxter Healthcare Corporation
Besse Medical Associates
R. P. Biederman Co. Inc.
Boutique 280
Bow Automation
Bretagne, LLC Kentucky Account
 Brower Insurance Agency Incorporated
Tim Browne Memorial Inc.
The Bungie Foundation
CAI Insurance Agency Inc.
Carrigan and Grimm Inc.
Department of Home Health Care, Cincinnati Children’s
Chemed Foundation
Cheviot Savings Bank
Chick-fil-A
CINFAB, LLC
ComDoc
CTL Engineering Inc.
Custom Fabricators Inc.
Customer Relationship Metrics
Cutting Edge Services Corporation
Doner Financial Inc.
Duke Energy Matching Gifts Program
Duke Energy-Zimmer
Generation Station
Duke Realty Corporation
Ernst & Young Foundation
Express Employment Professionals Inc.
Figure Weight Loss
Food Lion
Gannett Foundation Matching Gifts
Genentech Inc.
Gilead Sciences Inc.
Greystone Investments Management
Hahana Beach
Handy Window Shade Inc.
Healthlinx Executive Search Inc.
Hill-Rom Holdings Inc.
“When we see children who need medical care, we think of their families and we want to work with Cincinnati Children’s to make a difference.”

DAVID GOSE, WALMART/SAM’S CLUB
We are grateful to the individuals, families, corporations and foundations that had the vision to establish permanent endowment accounts to benefit the children and families we serve. Their investment in the future of the medical center provides ongoing support for salaries, equipment and laboratory costs that are necessary to create new knowledge to advance and improve child health.
The Beatrice C. Lampkin Chair of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology
The Joseph E. Levinson Chair of Pediatric Rheumatology
The Luther Foundation Research Chair of Pediatric Pulmonary Medicine
The Lester W. Martin Chair of Pediatric Surgery
The Robert and Sarah McLaurin Chair of Pediatric Neurosurgery Research
The C. Nelson Melampy Chair of Pediatric Anesthesiology
The A. Graeme Mitchell Chair of Human Genetics
The M. Susan Moyer Chair of Pediatric Inflammatory Bowel Disease
The Robert Myers and Mary Colgate Shoemaker Chair of Pediatric Endocrinology
The Sonya Oppenheimer Chair of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics
The Division of Pathology Chair
The Aaron W. Perlman Chair of Pediatric Rehabilitative Medicine
The B.K. Rachford Chair of Pediatrics
The Louise W. and Joseph L. Rauh Chair of Adolescent Medicine
The Pauline and Lawson Reed Chair of Pediatric Infectious Diseases
The George Rieveschl, Jr., Chair in Research
The Jeff Robbins Chair
The Thelma and Jack Rubinstein Chair of Pediatric Developmental Disorders and Mental Retardation
The Richard Ruddy and Barbara Wriston-Ruddy Chair of Pediatric Emergency Medicine Research
The Frederick C. Ryckman Chair of Pediatric Surgery
The Albert B. Sabin Chair of Pediatric Infectious Diseases
The Schlemmer Family Chair of Pediatric Research
The Jacob G. Schmidlapp Chair of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology
The William K. Schubert Chair of Pediatric Research
The Curtis Sheldon and Jeffrey Wacksman Chair of Pediatric Urology
The Frederic and Carolyn Silverman Chair of Pediatric Radiology
The Charles H. Sloan Sr., Olive Louise Sloan, and Charles H. Sloan Jr. Chair of General Pediatric Research
The StarShine Chair
The Janet L. Strife Chair of Radiology Quality and Safety
The Ralph J. Stolle Chair of Pediatric Immunology
The Division of Pediatric Surgery Research Chair
The Katherine Stewart Waters Chair of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology
The Transplant Hepatology Chair
The Carl Weihl Chair of General and Community Pediatrics
The Clark D. West Chair of Pediatric Nephrology
The Louise M. Williams Chair of Pediatric Nephrology

FELLOWSHIPS
The William George Bauer Fellowship in Pediatric Hematology/Oncology
The Mary Louise Burton Fellowship in Pediatric Gastroenterology
The Ruth Knittel Dietz Perinatal Research Institute Fellowship
The Katharine S. and Gerald J. Ficks Fellowship in Neonatology
The Andrew Jergens Foundation Fellowship in Pediatric Endocrinology
The Junior Co-Operative Society Fellowship in Pediatric Infectious Diseases
The Ida C. Kayser Fellowship in Pediatric Nephrology
The Ida C. Kayser Fellowship in Pediatric Pulmonology
The Edward L. Pratt Fellowship in Pediatric Medicine and Nutrition
The Edward F. Scully Fellowship in Pediatric Endocrinology
The Reginald C. Tsang Fellowship in Neonatology and Pulmonary Biology
The Josef F. Warkany Fellowship in Human Genetics
The Frank C. Woodside and Dinsmore & Shohl Fellowship in Epidemiology and Biostatistics

Tribute Gifts

When donors make a gift in honor or memory of a loved one, our patients benefit from their generosity. We thank the families and friends of the following individuals, who have had $500 or more donated in their name.

IN HONOR OF

Dr. and Mrs. Richard G. Azizkhan
Mr. Lynwood L. Battle Jr.
Jamie Benassi
Mr. Jake Bertellotti
Mr. Pierce J. Blalock
Cameron I. Bordainick
Mr. Matthew K. Bomet
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy E. Bourgraf Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bredenfoerder
Nathaniel Brown
Curtis G. Buerkett
Master Michael Buerkett
Brady Campbell
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel I. Choo
Jonah Chuang
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Cody Sr.
Dr. Mitchell B. Cohen and Dr. Morissa Cohen
Ms. Maya Collins
Mr. Louis Costello
Dr. and Mrs. Kerry R. Crone
Carter John Davis
Colin Davis
Mr. Shane P. DiGiovanna
Tanner Dole
Nicholas Dworjanyn
Master Manish Eapen
Mr. Ryan Elliot
Ms. Elsa Fagin
Ms. Marie Fern
Mr. Michael A. Fisher
Dr. David N. Franz
Ms. Ava M. Gallino
Ms. Ashley Gavin
Ms. Julien R. Guttman
Dr. Nancy Hagerman
Ms. Sylvia Heiby
Bailey A. Hemingway
Ms. Casey Hilmer
Mr. Jacob T. Hoffman
Ms. Kai N. Hollingsworth
Mrs. Kristin Horsburgh
Mr. Frank Wray and
Ms. Kathleen M. Kool-Wray
Ms. Katherine Koslovsky
Dr. Helen Kranbuhl
Mr. and Mrs. Venu G. Krishnamoorthy
Mr. Jonathan J. Calderas and Dr. Corinne Lehmann
Ms. Kathryn Leikhim
Dr. and Mrs. Marc A. Levitt
Ms. Lauren Lloyd
Mr. Joshua C. Mack
Kurtis Martin
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. McLaurin
Mr. Nick Moloney
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Northern
Ms. Priscilla Peyton
Ms. Cameron Rawlings
Dr. Pramod P. Reddy and
   Dr. Usha P. Reddy
Mr. Seth Rogers
Ms. Lynn W. Roy
Brayden Schindler
Mrs. Catherine A. Schneider
Ms. Sara Shinn
Mr. Reese Stuart
Grace Tapp
Dr. Ann Weichert
Dr. Brenda Wong

IN MEMORY OF
Erik Anderson
Rebecca Archambeault
Regan Leigh Arnold
Henrietta F. Belmont
Michael Blessinger
Lora Bodley
Norbert Borgman
Natalie Bost
Emily M. Brehm
Gerardo (Jerry) Brindisi
Timothy Browne
Raymond Buse III
Paul Carroll
Dalton Chandler
Arun Chatterjee
Manuel Chavez Sr.
Steven A. Cirino II
Jennifer K. Clanton
Phyllis Clyde
Bruce W. Cochran
Sophia Cordier
Joyce W. Coykendall
Hunter A. Creech
Mary Christine Daush
Mrs. Shirley I. Davies
Rowan Dinn
Dr. Harold Downing
Amanda M. Drake
Patricia Droppelman-Helton
Emily Dubois
Deborah L. Folker
Ayelet Y. Galena
Julia Gallino
Clifton Kippy Gideon
Judith E. Gilliam
Caroline Goebel
Kim Goebel
Joseph M. Gruber
Florence Guttman
Andrew J. Hagen
Christopher Harmon
Kaylynn M. Hartman
Joyce Heiman
Zachary Heringer
Mary Hess
Mr. Anthony G. Hoel
Kyle T. House
Anabelle Huff
Alice Humbert
Elizabeth M. Igel
Gregg Jacob
Judith Johnson
Richard E. Kaeser
Jenna Kamphaus
Joseph Kanuschak
John B. Kara
Ben Kelhoffer
Hayes R. Kelley
Richard C. Kinstler
Matthew Korfhagen
Wright Lanier
Jenna C. Laumer
Andrew Lee
Michael Little
Thomas A. Long
Eleanor S. Lortz
Patricia E. Macke
Manuel D. Mayerson
Auxiliaries

United by a common interest in supporting the medical center, Cincinnati Children’s auxiliaries have been essential to our success. If you would like more information about our auxiliaries, or if you wish to join in their important work, please call 513-636-6080.

Kindervelt
City President: Buffie Rixey
Gift: $575,550

Our largest fundraising auxiliary, Kindervelt is widely recognized as one of Greater Cincinnati’s outstanding volunteer organizations. With nearly 1,000 members in groups around the region, linked by a citywide board of trustees, Kindervelt truly lives its mission to “have fun while raising funds” for the patients and families of Cincinnati Children’s. In its more than 40-year history, the women of Kindervelt have contributed over $15 million to the medical center.

The Cooperative Society
President: Nancy Sorg
Gift: $761,600

Our first auxiliary, the Cooperative Society has served Cincinnati Children’s for more than 125 years. In addition to financial contributions, members of the Cooperative Society also give generously of their time. Members volunteer for the Division of Child Life and Recreational Therapy, the Mayerson Center for Safe and Healthy Children and the sewing room.

Junior Co-Operative Society
President: Marjorie Gilsdorf
Gift: $482,832

Established in 1910, the Junior Co-Operative Society operates and staffs the Gift Shops at Cincinnati Children’s Burnet and Liberty campuses. The Gift Shops are filled with a wonderful selection of toys, games, cards and books to lift the spirits of hospitalized children. All proceeds from the Gift Shops are donated to the medical center. Their dedicated volunteers live by their motto, “the more you shop, the more we give.”

Association of Volunteers
President: Jeane Elliott
Gift: $60,300

The Association of Volunteers has supported the Convalescent Hospital for Children, an affiliate of Cincinnati Children’s, for more than 40 years. To raise funds for the Convalescent Hospital, the association sponsors the Cincinnati Art & Antiques Festival. This four-day antique show, held each October, is one of the largest and finest in the country.

Funny Companie Clowns
President: Donald Bachmann
Gift: $13,160

Since 1983, the Funny Companie Clowns have been delighting children and adults throughout the community, while raising money for Cincinnati Children’s. The 25-member volunteer auxiliary performs at holiday parties, company picnics, birthday parties and festivals, and has raised nearly $200,000 for the medical center.
Special Events and Community Organizations

Special events bring people together to benefit our young patients, while building awareness of the medical center and children’s health issues. Cincinnati Children’s thanks each and every volunteer and supporter who gave time, talent and resources for an event that benefited the medical center. Those events that raised $500 or more are listed here.

$500,000 +
Cincinnati Walks for Kids
Celestial Ball

$250,000–$499,999
An Evening to Honor Milt Kantor

$100,000–$249,999
Angels for Eosinophilic Research
Golf Tournament
Ruth Lyons Children’s Fund

$50,000–$99,999
Annual Golf Outing Benefiting the Center for Infants and Children with Special Needs
Memorial Cancer Research Golf Outing
Passport to Forever
StarShine Hospice Golf Classic

$25,000–$49,999
Bluegrass for Babies
Children’s Charitable Care Golf Outing
Cincinnati Golfers for Charity

Katie Linz Foundation
The Plaid Open
Sample, Savor and Support
Tennis Masters Series
Warrior Run: The Race For Life

$10,000–$24,999
Champions Fore Cincinnati
Children’s Golf Outing
Funny Companie Clowns
Hearts are Trump Euchre Tournament
LEGO KidsFest
Neurosurgery Chiari Fundraiser
StarShine Hospice Cornhole
Charity Classic
Tri State Society of Healthcare Engineers, Inc.
Win a Wine Cellar

$5,000–$9,999
2012 Auto Expo
Abby’s Run for the Heart
Association of Philippine Physicians of Greater Cincinnati

Becca’s 2nd Annual Legendary Run for the Cure
Liam Nolen Bradley Memorial
Fairlawn Local School
Ellen B. Ganson Memorial Foundation
Kendall’s Second Annual EB Walk/Run
Kilgore Elementary Dance-a-thon
Kolping Seth Stevens Memorial Soccer Tournament
Olivia J. Murray Second Annual Golf Outing
Nativity The Pop Opera
Operation Beard for Bucks!
St. Ursula Academy
Orange & White Football Game
Simon’s Fund
The Spirit Of Cincinnatus
Max Richard Thornsbury Foundation-CDH Research
Team Jenna
Walk for EB
AN EVENING HONORING MILT KANTOR

Milt Kantor is a businessman, a husband, a father, a grandfather and a friend to many. As an avid philanthropist for most of his life, Milt has called upon many of his friends in the world of sports to share their time and resources for causes that are close to his heart.

For his 85th birthday, Milt’s family gathered some of those sports legends, and 500 other friends, to celebrate his life and his generosity during an event that benefited the Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute at Cincinnati Children’s. Guests included Bobby Knight, Cris Collinsworth, “Big O” Oscar Robertson, Dolph Schayes, Bob Huggins and others who were thrilled to honor Milt while supporting the health and healing that Cincinnati Children’s provides for kids around the world.
Shred Day-Souders Financial Group
Spooky Film Festival
StarShine Plant and Flower Sale
Sycamore Community School District
Sycamore High School Student Council Event-Mr. Sycamore

**$500 – $999**
Bethel International United Methodist Church
Florence Lodge 33
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Germania Society
Gorilla Glue 1/2 Day Vacation Raffle
Greek Philoptochos Society
Hoops for the Cure
International Society for Research in Human Milk & Lactation
Lakota West High School-School Government Association
Ben Kelhoffer Golf Outing
Madeira City School District
Shirley Mann Elementary School Sucker Sale “Ella’s Elves”
Music Therapy Donation from Thomas Wright Lemier
Nu Chapter Omega
Parkway Products Annual Golf Outing
Riverside Athletic Boosters
Rockdale Temple Religious School
Saint Cecilia School Fundraiser
Saint Ignatius of Loyola
Saint Margaret York Parish
St. Romain Dance Academy
South Central Ohio Minority Supplier Development Council
Amanda Thomson Piano Recital
Warren County Records Center & Archives Bake Sale
Westboro Friends Church
Woodland Elementary Walk-a-Thon

---

**Gifts-in-Kind**

We thank the following individuals, corporations and organizations that helped ease the stress of our patients and families with their donations of toys, services and other non-cash gifts, valued at $500 or more.

Adopt-a-Book-
Hannah and Alex Laman
Amazon.com
American Book Company
Mrs. Frank Anastasia
APKE Premium Cleaning
Mr. and Mrs. Chris C. Ayers
Ms. April Baker
Ms. Hanna Barlow
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold R. Barnett
Bennett’s Beavers
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Blanchard
Blue Ash Airport Days
Bob Roncker’s Running Spot
Books for Cure-Natasha Saputra and Megha Battina
Boy Scouts Pack 742
Brent James and the Contraband
Ms. Tammy Brinegar
Mr. and Mrs. Vasiliki Brunson
Mr. Daniel P. Bueche
Bunnies By The Bay
Mr. Kevin Burton
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Carroll
Catholic Kolping Society of Cincinnati
Department of Audiology,
  Cincinnati Children’s
Cengage Learning
Cincinnati Carvers Guild
Cincinnati Precision Instruments Inc.
Cincy Kids 4 Kids
Cintas Corporation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Clark Montessori School
  Foundation, Inc.
Coca-Cola Refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Cody Sr.
Coldwell Banker West Shell
Commonwealth Financial Network
Companions in Courage Foundation
Compass Group
Coney Island
Ms. Deanna Cox
Ms. Gail Cox
Ms. April Dalton
Ms. Barbara Decker
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Dickman
The Dragonfly Foundation
Drawing Dreams Foundation
dunhnumbyUSA
Mrs. Betty Dzech
Elisha Lodge #106
Mr. and Mrs. David Ellis
Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc.
Felix Leshey Foundation
First Christian Church
First Watch Restaurants Inc.
Mr. Daigle Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy D. Focht
Mr. Grant Forster
Freestore Foodbank
Frisch’s Restaurants
From the Heart Church
  Ministries of Cincinnati
GE Aviation
Ms. Joanne Geiger
Mr. and Mrs. David Gilday
Mr. and Mrs. Olivier R. Gillier
Girl Scout Daisy Troop #43840
Girl Scout Troop #41725
Girl Scout Troop #42599
Mr. Gavin Goeser
Greater Cincinnati Relocation
  Council (GCRC)
GWRRA Chapter OhX2
Mr. Justin Hall
Hamilton County Sheriff’s Department
Jeffrey Thomas Hayden Foundation
Mrs. Pat Huesman
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Huysse
IKEA West Chester
Indian Hill
Indy Racing League
Jimmy’s Limousine Service
Kai’s Love Hats
Ms. Hadia Kahn
KIDSovercancer Foundation
Kindergarten School
La Salle High School
Mrs. Theresa L. Labbe Wise
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Ladrigan
Lakota Plains Junior School
The LaRosa Family
Dr. Ernest H. Lawhorn and
  Dr. Susan R. Lawhorn
Ms. Latisha Lewis
Dr. Anne Lucky
Luxottica Retail
Mann Elementary School
The Marvin Lewis Community Fund
Mason Intermediate School
Ms. Virginia J. McDowell
Messer Construction Company
Miami University
Miami University Residence
  Hall Association
Ms. Abby Murphy
Music to Heal
Nativity The Pop Opera
Mr. Michael Nesi
Newport Aquarium
Newport Independent School - Newport Intermediate School
The Ohio State University College of Veterinary Medicine
Otis Spunkmeyer Inc.
Ms. Catherine A. O'Toole
Nina and Edward Paul
P.F. Chang's China Bistro
Pepsi Beverages Company
PetSmart
Phillip A. Sharp Middle School
The PNC Financial Services Group
Procter & Gamble
Q Laboratories Inc.
Readers Hideaway
Pete Delois Recreations Outlet
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene K. Reis
Mr. and Mrs. Justin D. Reno
Republic Capital Truck and Trailer Sale
Response Marketing Inc.
Roads, Rivers and Trails
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Robbins
The Alicia Rose “Victorious” Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Rosenlieb
Saint Susanna School
Sans Souci Sorority
Scarlet Oaks
The Friends of The School for Creative & Performing Arts
Ms. Shannon Scott
Seven Hills Church
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Y. Sheng
Skyline Chili of Middletown
Sodexo
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Staffilino
Ms. Lynova Stamper
Ms. Kimetra Stone
Stonz
Terrace Park Elementary
Mr. R. Jeffrey Thomas
Mr. Richard Thomas
Ms. Tari Torbeck
Total Quality Logistics
Toyota Motor Sales, USA, Inc.
Toys for Nicholas
Tri State Paranormal of Northern Kentucky
Ms. Missy Tripp
University of Cincinnati
University of Cincinnati-Public Safety
Ursuline Academy
Ms. Amy Vaughan
Walmart Foundation
Warren County Records Center & Archives
Ms. Carol Wobser
Ms. Tatiana M. Yewisiak

* Deceased

As a nonprofit hospital and research center, we are grateful for all gifts made to Cincinnati Children’s. Unless otherwise noted, this report lists all donors who gave $500 or more in fiscal year 2012 (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012). We have made every effort to be accurate and complete with this listing. Should you find an error or omission, please call the Department of Development at 513-636-6347.